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INTRODUCTION
12.1 Doncaster has very substantial
deposits of coal, limestone, sand
gravel and peat, all of which have been
worked for many years. More recently
natural gas and oil prospecting has
established the presence of natural gas.
In addition, it is expected that in the
future there will be some demand for
clay materials, in particular for the
lining of landfill sites.

12.3 The aim of the Strategic Guidance
in terms of minerals is to ensure that
South Yorkshire’s contribution to
meeting the local, regional and
national demand for minerals is
maintained having regard to the
assessments of the Yorkshire and
Humberside Regional Aggregates
Working Party and taking account of
the advice in Minerals Planning
Guidance Notes. The Strategic
Guidance requires UDPs to identify
areas with a general presumption in
favour of mineral working, to ensure
that minerals are not unnecessarily
sterilised, and to set out criteria for
determining proposals for mineral
developments. Doncaster’s UDP sets
out policies and proposals in relation
to minerals for beyond 2001. Regional
Planning Guidance For Yorkshire And
Humberside (RPG 12) published in
March 1996, provides a regional

dimension to existing policy
statements and supersedes the
Strategic Guidance, insofar as the UDP
relates to periods beyond 2001 and in
relation to future reviews of the UDP.
R PG 12 states that “Mineral planning
authorities should recognise that, in
providing for a supply of minerals, a
balance must be struck between local
and wider environmental and
economic considerations. The
Government would expect authorities
to take full account of the principles
of sustainable development, by
encouraging the best and most
efficient use of all available resources
and by giving due attention to the
landscape, nature conservation,
agricultural, recreation and the tourist
value of the countryside, and the
quality of life for local people, so that
future generations are not
disadvantaged by todays activities.
Development
Plans
should
unambiguously indicate general

locations within which mineral
working would normally be acceptable
or not acceptable, having regard to the
location and extent of known
deposits.”
12.4 Doncaster ’s UDP therefore
designates Preferred Areas, Areas of
Search, Safeguarding Areas and Buffer
Zones and sets out policies for
determining minerals proposals.
These policies are intended to provide
for the continuation of minerals
extraction in a sustainable, orderly and
environmentally acceptable manner
and to provide guidance to the
minerals industry.
12.5 This balance between
environmental issues and the
requirement for continuation of
mineral extraction is designed to meet
the aims of the UDP in terms of
economic
regeneration
and
environmental improvements.

CHAPTER 12

12.2 Doncaster is therefore a major
producer of aggregates, coal and peat
and makes a significant contribution
to meeting the UK’s demand for these
minerals, with extraction taking place
from sand and gravel deposits in the
east of the Borough and from relatively
shallow deposits of magnesian
limestone in the west of the Borough.
The magnesian limestone extracted in
Doncaster is used both as an aggregate
mineral and as an industrial mineral.
Peat extraction is concentrated on
Thorne and Hatfield Moors.
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AGGREGATE MINERALS
12.6 In terms of tonnage, aggregate
minerals are likely to continue as the
major surface mineral worked in the
Borough. Advice on the quantity of
land which should be designated for
future aggregate working in Doncaster
is normally given by the Yorkshire and
Humberside Regional Aggregates
Working Party (RAWP), based on
guidance issued by the Department of
the Environment. The current
guidance is contained in Minerals
Planning Guidance Note 6 (MPG 6),
published in 1994. This replaced the
previous MPG 6, published in 1989.
12.7 The Government’s policy on
aggregates as expressed in MPG 6
indicates that, for the economic well
being of the Country, it is essential that
the construction industry continues to
receive an adequate and steady supply
of aggregates. At the same time,
however, the Government recognises
that aggregate extraction can have a
significant environmental impact and
often takes place in areas of attractive
countryside. The Government White
Paper “This Common Inheritance”
stresses the importance of combining
economic growth with care for the
environment in order to attain
sustainable development. MPG 6
therefore aims to provide guidance on
how an adequate and steady supply of
material to the construction industry
may be maintained at the best balance
of social, environmental and economic
costs, through full consideration of all
resources and the principles of
sustainable development.
12.8 In order to meet these aims in a
way which is consistent with the
principles of sustainable development,
the Government has concluded that a
gradual change from the present
supply approach is called for; over
time less reliance will be placed on
traditional, primary land-won sources
(i.e., sand and gravel pits and quarries
producing crushed rock), and
alternative sources of materials, such
as recycled waste and coastal super
quarries, will provide an increasing
proportion of supply in the future. A
broad objective of MPG6 therefore, is
to reduce the proportion of supply
from traditional, primary land-won
sources, from 83% to 74% by 2001 and
68% by 2006. MPG6 contains
Regional Guidelines which set out, in

tonnage figures, the provision for the
supply of primary aggregates which
each Region should make in its
development plan. These Regional
Guidelines reflect the Government
policy of reducing the proportion of
supply from traditional sources.
Nevertheless, the tonnage figures in
the Regional Guidelines still represent
a substantial increase in the demand
forecasts contained in the 1989 MPG6.
12.9 For the Yorkshire and
Humberside Region, the Regional
Guidelines indicate that Mineral
Planning Authorities in the region
should make provision in their
development plans for 60 million
tonnes (Mt.) of sand and gravel, and
280 Mt. of crushed rocks, over the
period 1992 - 2006. If authorities
choose to extend plans beyond 2006,
provision for the additional period may
be determined from the apportioned
guideline figures on a pro-rata basis.
The Yorkshire and Humberside RAWP
has carried out a sub-regional
apportionment of the Regional
Guidelines. For South Yorkshire, the
apportionment is 76 Mt. for crushed
rocks and 11Mt. for sand and gravel.
The sub-regional apportionment has
been agreed by the Yorkshire and
Humberside Regional Planning
Conference, and the agreed
apportionment is set out in RPG 12
12.10 The landbanks of currently
permitted reserves of aggregates in
South Yorkshire, as of 1st January
1992, is as follows:Crushed rocks (limestone)
Total permitted reserves -80 Mt.
Based on a continuing requirement
for non-aggregate limestone,
permitted crushed rock reserves
available for aggregates are -60 Mt.
Sand and gravel
Total permitted reserves -10 Mt.
All permitted sand and gravel
reserves are expected to be available
for aggregates.
12.11 Based on the landbanks figures
above, and the apportionment figures
of 76 Mt. for crushed rocks and 11 Mt.
for sand and gravel, the provision for
future aggregates working has been
made as follows:Three Preferred Areas for limestone

working have been designated which
contain an estimated 57 Mt. of
limestone. Four Preferred Areas for
sand and gravel working have been
designated which contain an estimated
9 Mt. of sand and gravel. In addition,
a further three Areas of Search have
been designated for sand and gravel
working which contain an estimated 6
Mt. of sand and gravel. The total
estimated available reserves of
crushed rocks (i.e., permitted available
reserves plus reserves in Limestone
Preferred Areas) are 117 Mt. The total
estimated available reserves of sand
and gravel (i.e., permitted reserves
plus reserves in Sand and Gravel
Preferred Areas) are 19 Mt. plus a
further estimated 6 Mt. in Areas of
Search. Sand and gravel within
Doncaster comprises both soft (or
building) sand and sharp (or
concreting) sand and gravel. Because
of the nature of the sand and gravel
deposits, and the variability of
geological knowledge, it is not
however possible to identify the
different aggregate types separately
and unambiguously. Where sufficient
geological information exists, sites
have been designated as Preferred
Areas. Those sites where geological
information is less precise, have been
designated as Areas of Search. Areas
of Search are intended to make
provision for beyond the plan period,
and to provide a degree of flexibility
to meet any shortfall in supply should
the Preferred Areas be unable to make
their expected contribution to supply.
12.12 The apportionment figures, of
76 Mt. of crushed rocks and 11 Mt. of
sand and gravel, can thus be met from
the total estimated available reserves.
The reserves in excess of the
apportionment figures provide for a
degree of flexibility during the plan
period and, in addition, make
provision for beyond the plan period.
The advantages in making provision
for beyond the plan period lies in the
fact that the areas designated for future
working have gone through the UDP
consultation process and are likely to
be acceptable in planning terms.
Making provision for beyond the plan
period at this stage of the UDP, rather
than waiting for the 5 year review, will
provide a degree of certainty for the
future and will assist in avoiding
possible blight.

Minerals

12.13 In the UDP, the Preferred Areas
and Areas of Search designated have
been selected as being those areas
most likely to produce the required
quantity and quality of aggregate
minerals with the least impact on
amenity, the environment and the
economy. In the case of limestone,
Preferred Areas have been selected on
the basis of a preference for extension
to existing sites rather than
completely new workings on
greenfield sites, on the grounds that
large capital investments, both public
and private, are often required to
alleviate environmental impacts. In
the case of sand and gravel workings,
however, it is not considered practical
to apply this policy because of the
nature of the deposits. In view of the

Government’s commitment to the
principles of sustainable development
and the need to encourage a more
efficient use of natural resources it is
considered that extraction of
aggregates should be confined to
existing permitted sites and to the
designated Areas of Search and
Preferred Areas, except in certain
exceptional circumstances. Beyond the
Areas of Search and Preferred Areas,
potential sand and gravel bearing land
has been safeguarded in order to
prevent the unnecessary sterilisation of
minerals by other forms of
development. Extraction within the
Safeguarding Areas and outside the
Areas of Search and Preferred Areas is
however likely to be limited and would
only be permitted where the
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environmental impact and timescale is
considered acceptable.
12.14 The extraction of minerals other
than aggregates, including coal, peat,
clay and non-aggregate limestone such
as industrial/chemical grade
limestone, will be addressed on their
own merits, in terms of need, the
impact on amenity, environment,
economy and other relevant matters.
12.15 The minerals policies contained
within the UDP are based on the
relevant policies in the South
Yorkshire County Minerals Plan and
have been revised and updated as
necessary. Once approved the UDP
will replace the County Minerals Plan
as the statutory development plan.

PREFERRED AREAS, AREAS OF SEARCH, SAFEGUARDING AREAS AND
BUFFER ZONES

12.16 The Borough Council
recognises the need to identify areas
of land where the potential for
aggregate mineral working in an
environmentally acceptable and
sustainable manner exists whilst
assisting the extractive industry by
guiding development of mineral
resources. Preferred Areas and Areas
of Search for aggregate minerals are
set out in Appendix 12.1 and 12.2.
12.17 Existing and potential
limestone workings require a buffer
zone around them in order to restrict
development which would affect the
ability to quarry within such sites.
Such zones conversely serve to
protect development from problems
of noise, dust and vibration. Sand and
gravel bearing land needs to be
safeguarded to prevent unnecessary
sterilisation by other forms of
development.

CHAPTER 12

Replaced by
Core Strategy
Policy 20:
Minerals

SM 1
THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL PROVIDE FOR THE CONTINUATION
OF AGGREGATE MINERALS EXTRACTION IN AN ORDERLY,
SUSTAINABLE AND ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE MANNER
THROUGH THE DESIGNATION OF PREFERRED AREAS AND AREAS OF
SEARCH, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LEVELS ESTABLISHED BY
NATIONAL AND REGIONAL GUIDANCE. A SAFEGUARDING AREA WILL
BE DESIGNATED TO PREVENT STERILISATION OF SAND AND GRAVEL
AND BUFFER ZONES WILL BE DESIGNATED AROUND EXISTING AND
POTENTIAL LIMESTONE SITES AND THE EXISTING CLAY
EXTRACTION SITE AT HELLABY, ROTHERHAM
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PREFERRED AREAS
M1
WITHIN DESIGNATED PREFERRED AREAS SHOWN ON THE PROPOSALS
MAP PLANNING PERMISSION FOR AGGREGATES MINERALS
EXTRACTION WILL NORMALLY BE PERMITTED, SUBJECT TO RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND WORKING AND RECLAMATION
POLICIES. OUTSIDE THE PREFERRED AREAS, PLANNING PERMISSION
FOR AGGREGATES MINERALS EXTRACTION WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH POLICIES M2, M5, M17 AND SM5.
12.18 In the interest of sustainable
development the extraction of
aggregate minerals will be restricted
to designated Preferred Areas or in
accordance with Policy M2. In the
case of some old mineral planning
permissions, there may be justification
for granting new permissions for
extraction outside the Preferred Areas
or Areas of Search, if significant
benefits could be achieved, by the
consolidation of existing permissions,
in accordance with Policy SM5.

Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan

Key
Fact
Within Doncaster, approximately 6 million tonnes of aggregates
(i.e. crushed limestone and sand and gravel) are produced
annually. Doncaster has the largest output of minerals of any
Metropolitan Borough, and is one of the main mineral planning
authorities, overall, in the country.

SAND AND GRAVEL AREAS OF SEARCH
M2
PLANNING PERMISSION WILL ONLY BE GRANTED WITHIN SAND AND
GRAVEL AREAS OF SEARCH IN EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES
WHERE THE SAND AND GRAVEL PREFERRED AREAS HAVE BEEN
INVESTIGATED AND HAVE PROVED UNECONOMIC TO QUARRY, AND
WHERE THERE IS A DEMONSTRABLE NEED FOR THE MINERAL.
12.19 Sand and gravel Areas of Search
are primarily intended for provision
for beyond the plan period. Planning
permission will therefore only be
granted where the Preferred Areas
have been investigated and have
proved to be unsuitable and where the
landbank is below recommended
levels. When planning applications are
submitted within the Areas of Search,

the Borough Council will assess
whether relevant Preferred Areas have
been investigated. Where designated
Preferred Areas contain viable
reserves, applicants will be expected
to make a determined effort to acquire
mineral and surface rights. In the case
of sand and gravel, Policies M1 and
M2 together are intended to direct the
industry towards the Preferred Areas,

and to reserve the Areas of Search for
beyond the plan period. It is
recognised, however, that geological
information on sand and gravel
reserves is somewhat limited, and, for
certain types or quality of mineral,
shortfalls may arise during the plan
period. Policy M2 provides a degree
of flexibility should this situation arise.

Safeguarding Areas and Buffer Zones
M3
IN ORDER TO ENSURE THAT MINERAL OPERATIONS, OR WASTE
DISPOSAL OPERATIONS DURING RESTORATION, ARE NOT
UNNECESSARILY RESTRICTED, THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL, WITHIN
THE BUFFER ZONES, SEEK TO PREVENT NON-MINERAL DEVELOPMENT
WHICH WOULD BE ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY SUCH OPERATIONS.
12.20 Buffer zones have been
designated to cover the area around
each Preferred Area and existing
workings for limestone. Limestone
extraction can cause considerable

disturbance to surrounding land,
through blasting, noise, dust and visual
intrusion. It is therefore necessary to
restrict development which, by its
presence, would affect the ability to

Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan

Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan

quarry within the existing planning
permission for quarrying or within a
Preferred Area.

Minerals

Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan
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M4
NON-MINERAL DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE SAFEGUARDING AREAS
WILL NOT NORMALLY BE PERMITTED WHERE IT IS CONSIDERED THAT
THE DEVELOPMENT WOULD RESULT IN THE STERILISATION OF A
MINERAL DEPOSIT OF LIMITED OCCURRENCE, OTHER THAN IN
ACCORDANCE WITH POLICY M5. WITHIN THE SAFEGUARDING AREA
DEVELOPERS WILL BE EXPECTED TO ESTABLISH THE PRESENCE OR
OTHERWISE OF MINERALS OF LIMITED OCCURRENCE PRIOR TO NONMINERALS DEVELOPMENT.

12.21 Large Safeguarding Areas have
been designated to cover the majority
of the Doncaster sand and gravel areas.
It is likely that good quality sand and
gravel deposits will be in increasingly
short supply, and, although the
Borough Council believe that the
Preferred Areas and Areas of Search
provide an adequate reserve, it is
anxious to avoid the sterilisation of the
remaining deposits of gravel and sharp
sand. Soft (or building or asphalting)
sand underlies virtually the whole of
the eastern half of the Borough,
forming the Sherwood (or Bunter)
sandstone. As such, soft sand would
not be defined as a mineral deposit of
limited occurrence. The question of
whether a surface development would
result in the sterilisation of minerals
is a difficult one, and will depend on
the relative values (economic and
other) of the mineral and the surface
development, at different points in
time. The Safeguarding Areas are
largely designated as Countryside
Policy Areas and surface development
is limited to those developments
detailed in the relevant Environmental

Policies. The developments permitted
by these policies include minor
developments and potentially major
developments, appropriate to a rural
area. It is not considered that the minor
developments permitted would result
in the sterilisation of minerals. Any
larger scale developments permitted
which could potentially sterilise
minerals will be expected to comply
with Policy M5. It is not therefore

intended to preclude all development
within the Safeguarding Area but to
ensure that developments which could
permanently sterilise significant
volumes of minerals take place only
on land proved not to contain workable
sand and gravel or on land
incapable of working on physical,
environmental, or other planning
grounds.

Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan

M5
WITHIN THE SAFEGUARDING AREAS, WHERE ANY FORM OF NONMINERALS DEVELOPMENT IS TO BE PERMITTED IN LOCATIONS WHERE
SURFACE MINERALS OF LIMITED OCCURRENCE ARE WORKABLE,
EXTRACTION OF THE MINERALS WILL NORMALLY BE REQUIRED IN
ADVANCE OF THE DEVELOPMENT WHEREVER THIS IS FEASIBLE. THE
FEASIBILITY OF PRIOR EXTRACTION WILL BE ASSESSED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH RELEVANT ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
POLICIES AND ACCOUNT WILL BE TAKEN OF THE LIKELY TIMESCALE
OF EXTRACTION. THE PRIOR EXTRACTION OF MINERALS SHOULD TAKE
PLACE ONLY WHERE THE RESULTANT LANDFORM AND WATER TABLE
WILL BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE INTENDED AFTERUSE.

12.22 An alternative to the restriction
of development within the
Safeguarding Areas is the prior
extraction of minerals. With certain
developments such as land
reclamation, colliery spoil tipping,
new roads or fish pond construction,

the prior extraction of minerals may
often be possible. Mineral extraction
can, however, take several years to
complete and may involve lowered
landforms and altered water tables. In
the case of built development, these
factors may result in the prior

extraction of minerals being
unfeasible. In such a situation the
relative merits, in planning terms, of
the non-mineral development will be
balanced against the potential loss of
the minerals.

CHAPTER 12

The Extraction of Minerals before Development
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Landbanks
M6
THE COUNCIL, IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE OTHER SOUTH YORKSHIRE
METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCILS, WILL ENDEAVOUR TO MAINTAIN
A LANDBANK OF PERMITTED RESERVES OF AGGREGATES, WITHIN THE
FRAMEWORK OF THE COUNCIL’S CONTRIBUTION TO MEETING ITS
SHARE OF THE REGIONAL APPORTIONMENT, ON THE ADVICE OF THE
YOKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE REGIONAL AGGREGATES WORKING
PARTY, IN ACCORDANCE WITH NATIONAL GUIDANCE, UNLESS
EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES PREVAIL.
12.23 A landbank is a stock of planning permissions for the winning and
working of minerals. In the case of
aggregate minerals, the Government’s
policy is that Mineral Planning
Authorities (MPA’s)
should aim to maintain a landbank, for
an appropriate local area, provided that
the industry come forward with
applications in the right place and at
the right time. For the purposes of
aggregate landbanks, the Borough
Council considers that the appropriate
local area is the former South
Yorkshire County, comprising of
Sheffield, Barnsley, Rotherham and
Doncaster. The UDP has been
prepared to reflect the local
apportionment of the Regional
Guidelines in MPG6, as follows:
1992 - 2006
Crushed Rock - 76mt
Sand and Gravel - 11mt
The landbank will therefore be
calculated on the above provision,
expressed on an annual basis (i.e. for
crushed rock, annual provision = 76
divide 15 = 5.1 Mt. p.a.). However, in
considering the extent to which the
landbank requirement and the actual
landbank represent real need and real
supply, the Borough Council will also
take into account the actual levels of

production in recent years, compared
with the local apportionment of the
Regional Guidelines.
12.24 The Borough Council, in
conjunction with the other South
Yorkshire Metropolitan Borough
Councils, will aim to maintain a
landbank for aggregates in accordance
with Government policy, provided
that the industry come forward with
appropriate applications, insofar as
this is compatible with the principle
of sustainability. A commitment to
maintain a landbank (of whatever time
period), irrespective of other factors,
would however, be inconsistent with
the principle of sustainability and the
Government’s objective of inducing a
greater use of alternative sources of
aggregates supply, and may well not
encourage the efficient use of
aggregates. The commitment to aim to
maintain a landbank, therefore,
complements the policies in the UDP
and must be read in conjunction with
those policies. The policies in the
UDP, in particular Policy M1, set the
framework for the supply of aggregate
within which a landbank commitment
must operate. It is considered that the
resources identified in the Preferred
Areas and the Areas of Search,
together with existing available
permitted reserves, are sufficient to

provide for the maintenance of
landbanks and the local apportionment
of the Regional Guidelines, and will
ensure that there will be an adequate
and steady supply of aggregates for the
construction industry. As planning
permission will normally be granted
within Preferred Areas (Policy M1),
the onus is on the industry to ensure
that appropriate applications are
forthcoming, and a landbank thereby
maintained. In the interest of
sustainability, planning permission for
aggregates extraction will only be
granted outside Preferred Areas in
certain exceptional circumstances (see
Policies M1 M2 and M5). In the
consideration of applications for
minerals extraction, the environmental
implications of granting planning
permission and all other material
considerations including sustainability
and the need to maintain a landbank
will be taken into account.
12.25 Mineral extraction sites with
remaining reserves which have been
used to calculate a landbank for South
Yorkshire are listed in Appendix 12.3
and are shown (with the exception of
Lindrick Dale and Harry Croft quarries
which are within the Borough of
Rotherham) on the accompanying
map.

Future Limestone Working
12.26 Preferred Areas have been
allocated for limestone working at
Stainton, Hampole and Skelbrooke.
Details of these Preferred Areas are
given in Appendix 12.1. Although
mineral extraction will normally be
permitted within Preferred Areas, this
does not necessarily mean that
workings will be permitted over the
whole of the Preferred Areas shown
on the proposals map, or right up to

the boundary of the Area. All mineral
applications will be expected to
comply with the environmental/
amenity protection policies, and in
most cases effective screening around
the extraction site will be required.
12.27 A significant proportion of
limestone output from Doncaster’s
quarries is used for specialised
industrial purposes, rather than for

aggregates. A requirement for the
continuing supply of industrial
limestone has been taken account of
in the assessment of current reserves
and it is considered that existing
reserves of specialised industrial
limestone are sufficient for the plan
period. Any proposals for industrial
limestone will be considered in
accordance with Policy M16.

Minerals
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Future Sand and Gravel Working
12.28 The allocation of land for future
working of sand and gravel reserves
is more problematical. Deposits are
becoming scarce and viable deposits
are more difficult to locate due to their
scattered and variable nature.
Consequently, sites on which there is
reasonable geological evidence of a

viable deposit have been designated as
Preferred Areas. Other relatively large
areas of land, on which geological
information is more limited, have been
identified as Areas of Search, though
not all land within these Areas may be
viable or suitable for mineral
extraction.

12.29 In addition much of the land
which contains sand and gravel is of
good agricultural value. In such a
situation it may not be possible to
avoid working grade 3 and some grade
2 land, and therefore operators will
be expected, where possible, to restore
the land to its former quality.

Borrow Pits.

Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan

M7
APPROVAL FOR BORROW PITS WILL ONLY BE GRANTED WHERE:
a) THE PROPOSAL WOULD RESULT IN OVERRIDING ENVIRONMENTAL
AMENITY BENEFITS, COMPARED WITH OBTAINING THE MATERIAL
FROM ALTERNATIVE SOURCES,
b) THE SITE IS LOCATED ADJACENT TO THE MAJOR CONSTRUCTION
OR ENGINEERING PROJECT IT IS INTENDED TO SUPPLY,
c) PROPOSALS INCLUDE APPROPRIATE RECLAMATION MEASURES
WHICH MAKE FULL USE OF SURPLUS SPOIL FROM THE PROJECT,

12.30 A borrow pit is a temporary
mineral working, used solely to supply
material to a specific construction
project, particularly roads. For such
projects, large quantities of materials
mainly bulk fill, are often required
over a short time scale. Borrow pits
are usually located in close proximity
to the construction site, and the voids
created are normally back filled with
unusable material such as soft clay,
which is produced by the construction
project and which needs to be disposed
of - hence the material excavated from
the pit is “borrowed”. In certain
circumstances the use of borrow pits
to supply material to construction
projects can have significant
environmental and/or amenity

benefits: the most obvious being the
avoidance of heavy traffic on public
highways. Other benefits may include
the utilisation of a resource which
would otherwise be sterilised, and the
best utilisation of mineral resources by
use of lower grade materials in place
of higher grade. In general however,
it should normally be possible to meet
requirements for bulk fill material and
other aggregates from local established
quarries or from waste materials. The
quantities and specification of
materials required for the construction
project will be assessed in the context
of the level and location of existing
permitted reserves. Where low grade
material is required, the possibility of
utilising waste materials (e.g., colliery

spoil) will be considered in the context
of Government advice and Policy
SM7. Borrow pits will only be
permitted therefore when a clear
environmental/amenity gain over
alternative sources of supply can be
demonstrated. Advance planning is
essential to ensure that any borrow pit
can be developed within the timescale
required. Consultations on mineral
proposals can be lengthy and time
consuming, for example, if
archaeological remains are present
these may require a full and lengthy
investigation before any mineral can
be extracted. Submitting proposals
after contracts are let is unlikely to
allow sufficient time if such
complications exist.

MINERALS OTHER THAN AGGREGATES

Replaced by Core
Strategy Policy 20:
Minerals

SM 2
PROPOSALS FOR MINERALS DEVELOPMENT OTHER THAN
AGGREGATE MINERALS WILL BE ASSESSED ON THEIR MERITS
AGAINST ALL MATERIAL PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS INCLUDING
NATIONAL POLICY AND RELEVANT UDP POLICIES.

12.31 Apart from aggregate minerals,
other potential mineral resources
within Doncaster include peat, clay,
industrial limestone, natural gas, oil
and coal. Unlike aggregates, there is
no formal framework, such as the
Regional Aggregates Working Parties,

for the future supply of these minerals,
and no Areas of Search have been
allocated. Proposals for extraction will
be assessed on the basis of national
policy and specific UDP policies.
“Minerals development” includes
development consisting of the winning

and working of minerals, the erection
of associated, ancillary plant/
buildings, the use of land in connection
with the winning and working of
minerals, and mineral exploration.

CHAPTER 12

d) THEY ARE TIME LIMITED TO THE LIFE OF THE PROJECT AND
MATERIAL IS TO BE USED ONLY FOR THE SPECIFIED PROJECT.
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OIL AND GAS
M8
THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL NORMALLY SUPPORT EXPLORATION
DRILLING FOR OIL AND GAS, SUBJECT TO RELEVANT ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION POLICIES.
12.32 The Borough Council is aware
of its responsibilities in contributing
to the supply of energy resources but
it also has a duty to protect the interests
of local residents by ensuring that

drilling and production operations do
not unduly disturb residents. Wherever
possible derelict or degraded sites
should be utilised rather than
agricultural land and proposals for

Replaced by Core
Strategy Policy 20:
Minerals

suitable restoration should be
included. Proposals for oil and gas
exploratory drilling will be considered
in the context of relevant
environmental protection policies.

M9
FOLLOWING AN INITIAL DISCOVERY OF OIL AND GAS BEARING
FORMATION, EXPLORATION COMPANIES WILL NORMALLY BE
REQUIRED TO SUBMIT AN OVERALL SCHEME FOR THE APPRAISAL AND
DELINEATION OF THE RELEVANT FIELD. PLANNING APPLICATIONS FOR
FURTHER EXPLORATORY DRILLING IN THE AREA WILL BE DETERMINED
IN THE LIGHT OF SUCH A SCHEME.

Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan

12.33 Following a successful
exploratory borehole further boreholes
are necessary to fully delineate the oil
or gas field.
M 10
PROPOSALS FOR FACILITIES REQUIRED FOR COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION WILL BE CONSIDERED WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF AN
OVERALL DEVELOPMENT SCHEME AGREED BETWEEN THE APPLICANT
AND THE BOROUGH COUNCIL, WHICH PROVIDES FOR THE FULL
DEVELOPMENT OF THE OIL OR GAS FIELD, TOGETHER WITH ANY
OTHER FIELDS IN CLOSE PROXIMITY WHENEVER POSSIBLE.
12.34 Should production be a viable
proposition, production wells and
surface installations will be required.

Commercial development of an oil and
gas field may require the installation
of a number of production well heads

connected to a gathering station with
associated pipelines and storage
facilities.

M 11
TRANSPORTATION OF OIL OR GAS BY ROAD TANKER WILL NOT
NORMALLY BE PERMITTED EXCEPT WHERE:
a) IT CAN BE DEMONSTRATED THAT MOVEMENT BY OTHER METHODS
IS NOT COMMERCIALLY FEASIBLE AND;
b) THE NUMBER OF TRIPS INVOLVED AND THE NATURE OF THE ROADS
TO BE TRAVERSED ARE UNLIKELY TO CREATE ANY SIGNIFICANT
INCREASE IN ROAD DANGERS.
12.35 In the interests of safety the
Borough Council will look to
Companies to transport oil by
pipelines to their end users. Safety of

oil and gas installations is of
importance to determining any
planning proposals and the Borough
Council will liaise closely with the

Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
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Saved UDP policies
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Health and Safety Executive and
British Coal on matters relating to oil
and gas exploration and development.

M 12
THE EXTRACTION OF PEAT WILL NOT NORMALLY BE PERMITTED.

Replaced by Core
Strategy Policy 20:
Minerals

Minerals

12.36 Peatland sites can provide
particularly rich, distinctive and
increasingly rare habitats, and may
also be important on archaeological
and palaeo-ecological grounds.
Within Doncaster, peat extraction
takes place on Thorne and Hatfield
Moors and the UDP contains specific
policies for these major sites. Outside
the Moors however, there are some

small remaining areas of active
peatlands (most of which have been
designated as sites of importance for
nature conservation). In addition,
there are large areas, of mainly
agricultural land, which are underlain
by peat.
While some nature
conservation interest can survive
traditional hand-cutting of peat,
mechanical extraction can be very
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damaging to both nature conservation
and archaeological interests. The
extraction of peat will therefore
normally only be permitted in
accordance with Policy M 17
(Development involving incidental
mineral extraction) and will be
required to comply with relevant
Environment Policies ENV 38 and
ENV 43.

COAL
Open Cast Coal

Replaced by Core
Strategy Policy 20:
Minerals

M 13
THE WORKING OF COAL BY OPEN CAST METHODS WILL ONLY BE
PERMITTED WHERE:
a) THE EXTRACTION AND SUBSEQUENT RESTORATION OF COAL WILL
LEAD TO OVERALL BENEFITS, IN PARTICULAR, THROUGH THE
CLEARANCE OF DERELICT, DEGRADED, DESPOILED AND
NEGLECTED LAND, AND WHERE SUCH DEVELOPMENT IS NOT
DETRIMENTAL TO THE PROGRAMMING OF KEY PROPOSALS FOR
THE PLANNED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND REGENERATION OF
THE BOROUGH.
b) COAL WOULD OTHERWISE BE STERILISED BY OTHER FORMS OF
DEVELOPMENT AND WHERE EXTRACTION CAN BE CARRIED OUT
IN AN ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE WAY, AND WHERE THE
RESULTING LANDFORM AND THE PROJECTED TIME SCALE ARE
COMPATIBLE WITH THE INTENDED AFTER-USE.

12.38 In some circumstances however,
open casting can create community

benefits and new facilities by the
clearance and rehabilitation of derelict
and degraded areas, and this process
may help to justify temporary loss of
amenity. In addition, where nonminerals development would sterilise
workable coal deposits, the prior
extraction of the coal may be feasible,
provided that subsequent landforms
and the timescale of extraction are
compatible with the non-mineral
development. The amount of coal
permitted for extraction in such
circumstances will be related to the
extent of the non-mineral development
and the consequent extent of
sterilisation. Policy M 13 (b) will not
be construed as providing justification
for extensive open casting in conflict
with relevant UDP policies. Open
casting can also provide employment
and other economic benefits.
12.39 Shallow deposits of coal,
capable of being worked by open cast
methods, are limited to the western
boundaries of the Borough, within the
exposed coalfield. Much of the
exposed coalfield within Doncaster is
however attractive open countryside,
some of which has been designated as
Areas of Special Landscape Value in

the UDP. In accordance with Policies
ENV 17 and M 22, proposals for open
cast coal extraction which would
damage or destroy these valuable
landscapes will normally be refused.
The area of the shallow coal field is
shown on the Proposals Map.
12.40 The Borough Council will
therefore only permit schemes which
promote environmental improvements
and which contribute to the economic
regeneration of the Borough within a
reasonable timescale. Individual
proposals for open cast coal working
will be assessed against the following
criteria:a) the employment and other
economic effects of the proposals;
b) any environmental improvements
or other material planning benefits
likely to result from the proposals;
c) the effects on agriculture;
landscape; features of archaeological,architectural,
historic or natural interest; and,
local amenity;
d) the effects on hydrology;

CHAPTER 12

12.37 Opencast coal extraction is one
of the most controversial and
potentially damaging forms of
development. Although temporary in
nature, large sites can last for five to
ten years, and successive areas of
working in the same vicinity can cause
economic and environmental blight for
many years to local communities.
Particular problems of open casting
relate to noise, dust, blasting and
traffic generation, together with loss
of visual amenity as a result of
stockpiles and open workings and
through the loss of mature landscapes.
Although standards of restoration are
now generally high, disturbed
landscapes can take many years to
recover and agricultural productivity
on restored land can be affected. In
greenfield locations, and on sites close
to urban areas or principal
transportation corridors, open casting
can not only have a disruptive impact
on local amenity and the environment,
but can also cause severe local
economic problems by conditioning
the external perception of an area and
by serving to deter inward investment.
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e) the environmental impacts of
transportation of minerals and
waste;

which have not commenced (but not
prospective sites for which no
planning application has been made);

f) the cumulative impacts of in
proposals conjunction with sites
currently working or being restored
prior to rehabilitation and sites with
the benefit of planning permission but

g) the avoidance of sterilisation of
mineral resources;
h) the efficient and economic working
of other mineral deposits;

i) the avoidance of unplanned
piecemeal working of deposits; and,
j) where development is acceptable in
principle, the range of conditions
likely to be needed to mitigate or
control any potential adverse
effects.

Underground Coal Mining
M 14
IN CONSIDERING PROPOSALS FOR THE WORKING OF COAL, OR FOR
COAL GASIFICATION, BY UNDERGROUND METHODS, ACCOUNT WILL
BE TAKEN OF THE EFFECTS OF SUBSIDENCE. THE SENSITIVITY OF
LAND, STRUCTURES AND SUBSURFACE INSTALLATIONS SHALL BE
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN THE DESIGN OF MINE WORKINGS IN ORDER
TO MINIMISE SUBSIDENCE EFFECTS.
12.41 Despite continuing closures of
coal mines, the possibility of new
proposals for underground coal
mining remains. The British Coal
Corporation’s permitted development
rights to work coal are confined to a
“designated seam area” as identified
in “seam plans” which have been
deposited with the Mineral Planning
Authority. Any proposals to work coal
outside these designated seam areas
will require planning permission.
Proposals for underground workings
should take into account the nature and
sensitivity of land and development on

the surface including subsurface
installations such as pipes, cables and
tunnels, etc. Certain areas, land uses,
(including agriculture), buildings and
structures can be particularly
susceptible to mining subsidence. The
sensitivity of these features should be
taken into account in the design,
layout, location and phasing of
underground mine workings by
selection of the appropriate mining
dimensions, i.e. width of panel and
pillar, distance of advance or retreat
and thickness of extraction.
12.42
In addition to normal

Saved UDP policies
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underground methods of coal
extraction, techniques are being
developed for treating coal in the strata
by means such as coal gasification. It
is considered that such techniques,
involving the creation of new surface
access to underground workings and
surface developments outside
authorised sites are not covered by
existing permitted development rights
and any such proposals will require
specific planning permission.

Existing Colliery Sites
M 15
SURFACE DEVELOPMENT AT EXISTING COLLIERIES WILL BE CONFINED
TO THE AUTHORISED SITES SHOWN ON THE PROPOSALS MAP, OTHER
THAN IN ACCORDANCE WITH POLICY SWD 8. NON-MINING
DEVELOPMENTS PERMITTED ON COLLIERY SITES WILL BE LIMITED
TO THE LIFE OF THE COLLIERY. IN THE EVENT OF COLLIERY CLOSURE
THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL CONSIDER PROPOSALS FOR THE
AFTERUSE OF FORMER COLLIERY SITES (AND FOR COAL WASHING
OF COLLIERY TIPS WHERE NO RESTORATION CONDITIONS APPLY) IN
RELATION TO THE FOLLOWING:
a) THE POLICIES AND PROPOSALS OF THE UDP; AND
b) SURROUNDING LAND USES; AND
c) ACCESS AND TRAFFIC; AND
d) AMENITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS; AND
e) THE ECONOMIC, ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL REGENERATION OF
THE LOCALITY.

Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan

Minerals

12.43 Policy M 15 acknowledges the
existing operational colliery sites to
which coal mining operations will
normally be confined. Proposals for
colliery waste disposal outside the
boundaries of the defined colliery sites
will be considered within the context
of Policy SWD 8 (see Chapter 13). The
Borough Council strongly supports the
retention of the existing operational

collieries for the employment which
they provide, invariably in areas where
unemployment levels are relatively
high. However, in the event of closure,
the above policy provides a context for
consideration of any subsequent
proposals for afteruse. Non-mining
developments which could continue
independently on the closure of the
colliery could present problems in any
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redevelopment proposals. Any such
developments permitted will be
subject to a condition requiring the
removal of buildings and plant and the
cessation of any use within a period
of 24 months from the date when
mining operations have permanently
ceased, or any longer period which the
MPA agree in writing.

Clay, Industrial Limestone and Other Minerals

Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan

M 16
IN CONSIDERING PROPOSALS FOR THE EXTRACTION OF CLAY,
INDUSTRIAL LIMESTONE AND OTHER MINERALS NOT COVERED BY
SPECIFIC UDP POLICIES, ACCOUNT WILL BE TAKEN OF THE NEED FOR
THE MINERAL WHERE THE PROPOSAL WOULD CAUSE DEMONSTRABLE
HARM TO INTERESTS OF ACKNOWLEDGED IMPORTANCE, AND OTHER
RELEVANT UDP POLICIES.

12.44 The current landbank for
industrial limestone (as of 1.1.92) is
20 million tonnes which at current
rates of production will be sufficient
for well in excess of 40 years
production. It is not expected
therefore that there will be any
requirement for new areas for
industrial limestone during the plan
period. Should any future need for
industrial limestone arise, however,
proposals will be assessed on the basis
of demonstrable need, and other
relevant UDP policies. Industrial
limestone is extracted from quarries in
Doncaster which also produce

aggregate minerals. Opportunities
may arise, as with aggregate and for
other minerals, for gaining significant
environmental and/or amenity benefits
by the consolidation of existing
planning permissions, in accordance
with Policy SM 5. In this situation
there may be justification for granting
new areas for extraction, provided that
significant benefits can be achieved.
12.45 It is expected that there will be
some demand for clay minerals during
the plan period, in particular for the
lining and capping of landfill sites.
Proposals for clay extraction will be

assessed on the basis of demonstrable
need and other relevant UDP policies.
12.46 Proposals may be forthcoming
in the future for minerals not
specifically covered by UDP policies.
In the consideration of any such
proposals account will be taken of all
relevant UDP policies and the
demonstrable need for the mineral.
Where proposals are required to
demonstrate the need for the mineral,
the level of detail required will be
commensurate with the projected
environmental impact of the proposed
working.

Saved UDP policies
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M 17
THE EXTRACTION OF MINERALS AS A NECESSARY ELEMENT OF OTHER
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS WILL BE ACCEPTABLE PROVIDED:
a) THERE ARE NO UNDUE ENVIRONMENTAL OR OTHER IMPACTS
RESULTING FROM MINERAL EXTRACTION;
b) THERE ARE ADEQUATE INTERIM RECLAMATION MEASURES TO
ALLOW FOR POSSIBLE DELAYS OR NON-IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE PRIMARY DEVELOPMENT;
c) THE MINERAL EXTRACTION IS OF A LIMITED NATURE AND SHORT
DURATION.

12.47 On occasions ‘non-mineral’
development may involve the
extraction of limited quantities of
minerals. For example, ground may
have to be regraded to create a level
floor for building houses or factories,
or clay, peat or sand and gravel may
need to be removed in the excavation
of fishing ponds, etc. Where mineral

extraction is clearly a limited activity,
essential to allow another development
to take place, permission will
normally be granted subject to
appropriate conditions to protect
amenity.
Proposals for development involving
minerals extraction will need to

comply with relevant UDP policies on
Environmental Protection and working
and reclamation. In particular, interim
reclamation proposals must be
included in the event of the primary
development being delayed, or failing
to be implemented.

CHAPTER 12

Development Involving Incidental Mineral Extraction
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Ancillary and Non Minerals Development on or Adjacent to Mineral Working Sites
M 18
IN CONSIDERING PROPOSALS FOR THE ERECTION OF PLANT OR
BUILDINGS ACCOUNT WILL BE TAKEN OF THE EFFECT OF THE
PROPOSAL ON THE AMENITY OF THE AREA. CONDITIONS WILL
NORMALLY BE IMPOSED TO CONTROL THE SITING AND APPEARANCE
OF PLANT AND BUILDINGS. THE LIFE OF ALL SUCH PLANT AND
BUILDINGS WILL BE TIED TO THE LIFE OF THE ASSOCIATED MINERAL
WORKING.
12.48 Quarry and ancillary plant,
machinery and buildings can be very
obtrusive by virtue of their height,
construction and operations. The use
of such plant can also affect the
amenity of the area through the
generation of extra traffic. Approval
for such plant and buildings will only

be granted where the impact on local
amenity is considered acceptable. As
well as developments associated with
mineral workings it may, in certain
circumstances, be appropriate to
allow secondary or non-mineral
development on or adjacent to mineral
working sites. The life of all

Saved UDP policies
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developments will be related to the life
of the associated mineral workings in
order to facilitate the reclamation/
redevelopment and after use of the
mineral site. Mineral workings can be
defined as sites where the winning and
working of minerals takes place.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
SM 3
PROPOSALS FOR MINERALS DEVELOPMENT WILL BE CONSIDERED
IN TERMS OF THE EFFECT ON LOCAL AMENITY, AGRICULTURE,
NATURE CONSERVATION, SCIENTIFIC AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL
INTERESTS, LANDSCAPE, WATER RESOURCES, FLOOD DEFENCES,
LISTED BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION AREAS, ACCESS, TRAFFIC
GENERATION, PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY, THE HIGHWAY SYSTEM AND
ALL RELEVANT UDP POLICIES.
12.49 The UDP seeks to conserve and
improve the Borough’s environment
through attention to a number of areas
of policy, contained within the
Environment and Transportation
Chapters. The environmental
acceptability of proposals for minerals
development, including the winning
and working of minerals and
associated developments, is of
paramount importance in assessing
such proposals. All proposals for
minerals development will be
expected to comply with all relevant
Environment, Transport and other
policies.
12.50 In certain circumstances a full
Environmental Assessment, under the
provisions of the Town and Country
Planning
(Assessment
of
Environmental Effects) Regulations
1988, will be required. The
Regulations apply to two separate lists
of projects: Schedule 1 projects, for
which Environmental Assessment
(EA) is required in every case,
includes major developments such as
large power stations, oil refineries, etc.

Schedule 2 projects, including the
extractive industry, will require
Environmental Assessment if they are
likely to have significant effects on the
environment by virtue of factors such
as their nature, size or location.
Whether or not mineral workings
would have significant environmental
effects so as to require Environmental
Assessment (EA) will depend upon
such factors as the sensitivity of the
location, size, working methods, the
proposals for disposing of waste, the
nature and extent of processing and
ancillary operations and arrangements
for transporting minerals away from
the site. The duration of the proposed
workings is also a factor to be taken
into account. It is established mineral
planning policy that minerals
applications in national parks and
areas of outstanding natural beauty
should be subject to the most rigorous
examination, and this should generally
include EA. All new deep mines, apart
from small mines, may merit EA. For
open cast coal mines and sand and
gravel workings, sites of more than 50
ha may well require EA and

This was not
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significantly smaller sites could
require EA if they are in a sensitive
area of if subjected to particularly
obtrusive operations. Whether rock
quarries or clay operations or other
mineral workings require EA will
depend on the location and the scale
and type of the activities proposed. For
oil and gas extraction the main
considerations will be the volume of
oil or gas to be produced, the
arrangements for transporting it from
the site and the sensitivity of the area
affected. Where production is expected
to be substantial (300 tonnes or more
per day) or the site concerned is
sensitive to disturbance from normal
operations, EA may be necessary.
Exploratory deep drilling would not
normally require EA unless the site is
in a sensitive location or unless the site
is unusually sensitive to limited
disturbance occurring over the short
period involved. It would not be
appropriate to require EA for
exploratory activity simply because it
might eventually lead to production of
oil or gas.

Minerals

Replaced by
Core Strategy
Policy 1: Quality
of
Life
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M19
REGARD WILL BE HAD TO THE EFFECT OF MINERALS PROPOSALS ON
LOCAL AMENITY, BASED ON AN ASSESSMENT OF VISUAL IMPACT,
DURATION OF WORKINGS, DUST, FUMES, AND NOISE GENERATION
WHILST TAKING INTO ACCOUNT SCREENING AND OTHER PROTECTIVE
MEASURES AVAILABLE OR PROPOSED.

12.51 Mineral working may have a
detrimental effect on local amenity and
the impact of workings will be taken
into account when assessing new
proposals. The Borough Council
attaches great weight to the protection
of residential amenity. The impact of

mineral workings on residential and
other sensitive property will vary in
accordance with a number of factors,
including; the intervening distance
between workings and property,
topography
and
operational
techniques. Proposals will be expected

to demonstrate that adequate distances
will be maintained between workings
and sensitive property, to ensure that
impacts on amenity including noise,
dust, blasting, vibration and fumes are
kept at an acceptable level.

Agriculture
Saved UDP policies
which are not
replaced by the Core
Strategy or Joint
Waste Plan

M 20
PERMISSION WILL NOT BE GRANTED FOR MINERALS DEVELOPMENT
AFFECTING THE BEST AND MOST VERSATILE AGRICULTURAL LAND
(GRADES 1, 2 AND 3A) EXCEPT WHERE THERE IS SATISFACTORY
EVIDENCE THAT THE MEASURES TO BE TAKEN WILL RESTORE THE
AGRICULTURAL LAND TO ITS ORIGINAL QUALITY AND PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS, SO FAR AS IT IS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE TO
DO SO.

12.52 Most of the land where deposits
of limestone or sand and gravel occur
is grade 2 or 3. Isolated areas of higher
quality land may well exist within any
given Preferred Area or Area of Search
making comprehensive analysis of

agricultural land quality difficult. A
detailed assessment of land quality
will be required when an application
is submitted for mineral workings in
order to effectively implement
aftercare and restoration of the land.

In the case of the best and most
versatile land the feasibility of high
quality restoration will be a material
consideration.

Landscape Archaeology and Nature Conservation
of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)
national, local or non-statutory nature
reserve or other sites of importance
(whether scheduled or not) will be
accompanied by a full environmental

assessment where there is likely to be
a significant effect on the environment.
Advice will be sought from
appropriate authorities as to the
likelihood of any significant effects.

Sites of National and International importance for nature conservation
and archaeology
M 21
PLANNING PERMISSION FOR MINERALS DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT BE
GRANTED WHERE THERE WOULD BE A CONFLICT WITH POLICY ENV
37,ENV39 OR ENV 40. PROPOSALS FOR MINERALS DEVELOPMENT
WHICH WOULD ADVERSELY AFFECT SITES OF NATIONAL OR
INTERNATIONAL IMPORTANCE WILL BE SUBJECT TO THE MOST
RIGOROUS EXAMINATION, WITH THE NEED FOR THE MINERAL BEING
BALANCED AGAINST ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER RELEVANT
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS”;
12.54 Government policy for minerals
development within nationally and
internationally designated areas is that
all minerals applications must be

subject to “the most rigorous
examination”, and all mineral
developments should be demonstrated
to be in the public interest before being

allowed to proceed. Consideration of
mineral applications in such areas
should therefore normally include an
assessment of :- i. the need for the

CHAPTER 12

12.53 Special policy considerations
apply to mineral proposals within
certain sensitive areas. It is expected
that proposals for minerals
development in, or adjacent to, Sites
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development, in terms of national
considerations of mineral supply; and
the impact of permitting the
development, or refusing it, on the
local economy; ii. whether alternative
supplies can be made available at
reasonable cost; and the scope for
meeting the need in some other way;
iii. any detrimental effect of the
proposals on the environment and
landscape and the extent to which that
should be moderated; and iv. in the
case of extensions to existing quarries,
the extent to which the proposal would
achieve an enhancement to the local
landscape. Developments which

would adversely affect the integrity of
those sites referred to in ENV 37, ENV
39 and ENV 40 (i.e. nationally and
internationally designated sites of
archaeological
and
nature
conservation value) will therefore only
be allowed if there is no alternative
solution and if there is an overriding
reason of public interest. Overriding
reasons of public interest will be
assessed in terms of social or economic
needs, or of human health or safety, or
wider environmental consequences
which could take precedence over the
importance of the site. In the case of
internationally important sites, both

Thorne and Hatfield Moors have been
proposed for designation as Special
Protection Areas (SPA’s) and Ramsar
sites, under international agreements.
The moors, or parts of the moors, may
in addition qualify for designation as
Special Areas of Conservation
(SAC’s) under E.C. legislation. The
particular problems of Thorne and
Hatfield Moors, where peat, sand and
gravel and gas extraction takes place,
are addressed by specific policies
(policies SM6 and M33 to M35) which
require an overall framework to be
prepared, prior to the consideration of
any major mineral working.

Sites of Regional and Local Importance
M 22
“PROPOSALS FOR MINERALS DEVELOPMENT WITHIN AREAS OF
SPECIAL LANDSCAPE VALUE AND ADVERSELY AFFECTING SSIs &
LOCAL NATURE RESERVES WILL NOT NORMALLY BE PERMITTED
UNLESS THE NEED FOR THE MINERAL OUTWEIGHS ANY
ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIONS, PARTICULARLY IN RELATION TO THE
LIKELY IMPACT ON THE LANDSCAPE AND ON NATURE CONSERVATION
INTERESTS AND IN TERMS OF POLICY ENV 41
12.55 Areas of Special Landscape
Value, Local Nature Reserves and
Sites of Scientific Interest (SSI’s)
which are of more local importance but
still, nevertheless, a very significant
element of the Borough’s landscape
and natural heritage, have been
designated in the proposals map.
Within the Borough there are no
statutory constraint areas, such as
National Parks or Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, relating
to landscape. The Areas of Special
Landscape Value therefore represent
the best landscapes within the Borough
and it is appropriate to afford these
valuable landscapes a high degree of
protection.

because of the intrusive nature of such
workings (i.e. through the creation of
storage and screening mounds etc. and
plant and equipment) within a rural
setting. Planning permission for
minerals development within ASLVs
will therefore only be granted were
there is a demonstrable need for the
mineral, which cannot be met from
practicable alternative sources, and
were such a need outweighs the impact
on the landscape and environment.
Any proposal for minerals
development within an ASLV will
normally need to be accompanied by
an Environmental Statement which
addresses the question of alternative
sites. (see para.12.50)

12.56 Minerals development, whether
surface working or surface
development associated with
underground workings, is likely in
many cases to result in the permanent
loss of significant landscape features
within Areas of Special Landscape
Value, because of the destruction of the
valued landscape which mineral
working invariably involves. Minerals
development is also likely to have an
adverse visual impact within ASLVs

12.57 Within Sites of Scientific
Interest and Local Nature Reserves the
key factor is the likelihood of
significant adverse impact. Minerals
development may, in certain
circumstances, afford the opportunity
for the creation of wildlife habitats and
advice will therefore be sought from
appropriate authorities on any
proposals for minerals development
within SSI’s and Local Nature
Reserves. Permission will not

Saved UDP policies
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normally be granted for development
which would adversely affect such
sites.
12.58 Policies M21 (national and
international sites) and M22
(Regional/local), together with the
specific policies addressing mineral
development on Thorne and Hatfield
Moors, reflect the relative significance
of international, national and regional/
local designations in parallel with
policies ENV39 (international),
ENV40 (national) and ENV41
(regional/local). In the consideration
of minerals development, the same
level of protection will be afforded to
sites of national and international
importance (i.e. for proposals which
adversely affect such sites, need will
be assessed on a national basis). For
sites of regional/local importance, the
level of protection afforded will not be
as high as that given to national/
international sites and need will be
assessed on a more local basis. Where
planning permission is granted for
minerals development within such
sensitive sites, policies ENV38 and
ENV42 will be applied.

Minerals
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Water Resources
Replaced by Core
Strategy Policy 18: Air,
Water
and Agricultural Land

M 23
IN CONSIDERING PROPOSALS FOR MINERALS DEVELOPMENT, THE
EFFECT ON WATER RESOURCES, INCLUDING WATER COURSES, FLOOD
DEFENCES, POLLUTION AND POSSIBLE DISTURBANCE TO SURFACE
DRAINAGE AND GROUND WATER LEVELS, WILL BE TAKEN INTO
ACCOUNT.

12.59 In assessing the environmental
acceptability of mineral working
schemes the Borough Council will
have regard to the effects such

workings may have on local water
resources and will seek guidance on
the likely implications for water
quality from appropriate authorities,

including the National Rivers
Authority.

Highways and Traffic Considerations
Replaced by Core
Strategy Policy 20:
Minerals

M24
PROPOSALS FOR MINERALS DEVELOPMENT WHICH INVOLVE THE
TRANSPORT OF MATERIALS WILL NEED TO DEMONSTRATE THAT
ALTERNATIVES TO ROAD TRANSPORT SUCH AS RAIL, CANAL,
OVERLAND CONVEYOR OR PIPELINE HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED AND,
WHERE POSSIBLE, UTILISED IN PREFERENCE TO ROAD TRANSPORT.

12.60 Mineral workings can be
substantial generators of heavy traffic,
often in rural locations. In considering
proposals for mineral workings such
matters as the provision of a suitable
access, routing of vehicles, other
transportation methods, and measures
to reduce environmental effects of the
extra traffic generated will be taken
into account. All proposals will be

expected to comply with relevant
policies contained within the UDP
Transport Chapter, in particular Policy
T 5. In addition, all proposals which
involve the movement of bulk
materials will be expected to consider
the scope for transferring some, or all,
of the movement of such materials
from roads to less environmentally
intrusive alternatives. It is recognised

that, in Doncaster ’s particular
circumstances, where existing and
proposed mineral sites are remote from
railways and canals, the scope for
utilising alternative transport modes is
somewhat limited. Nevertheless, the
Borough Council would like to see as
much material as possible carried by
rail or canal, rather than by road,
whenever possible.

Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings
Listed Building through, for example,
visual impact or traffic generation.
The effects of minerals development
on Conservation Areas or Listed
Buildings will be taken into account

in any proposal. All proposals will be
expected to comply with relevant UDP
policies, in particular Policies ENV 25
and ENV 34.

WORKING AND RECLAMATION
SM 4
MINERAL EXTRACTION WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED SUBJECT TO AN
AGREED SCHEME OF WORKING AND RECLAMATION WHICH MAKES
PROVISION FOR ADEQUATE SCREENING, LANDSCAPING, THE
MINIMISATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS, AND RESTORATION
AND AFTERCARE TO A BENEFICIAL AFTERUSE.
12.62 It is essential that mineral
extraction and reclamation are
properly designed at the planning
application stage to ensure that both
are technically and economically
feasible, and that their impact can be
fully assessed. “Restoration” refers to
the use of subsoil, topsoil and soil
making material for the restoration of

the site following operations for the
winning and working of minerals.
“Aftercare” relates to the management
of the site following restoration and
includes planting, cultivating,
fertilising, watering, drainage or
otherwise treating the land.
“Reclamation” includes both
restoration and aftercare but also
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includes events which take place
before and during mineral extraction
(e.g. correct stripping and protection
of soils, tree planting, etc.) and may
also include operations after extraction
such as filling and contouring or the
creation of planned water areas.

CHAPTER 12

12.61 Minerals development in, or
adjacent to, Conservation Areas or
Listed Buildings may detract from the
character or appearance of the
Conservation Area or setting of the
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M 25
APPLICATIONS FOR MINERALS DEVELOPMENT WILL ONLY BE
APPROVED WHERE THEY PROVIDE FOR AN AGREED SCHEME OF
WORKING WHICH MEETS THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA, WHERE
APPROPRIATE:
1. EVIDENCE OF A VIABLE DEPOSIT OF THE MINERAL;
2. DETAILED TIMESCALE OF ALL OPERATIONS;
3. ACCESS, IN PRINCIPLE AND IN DETAIL, MODE OF TRANSPORT, OFF
SITE TRAFFIC ROUTING, VEHICLE CLEANSING;
4. LAYOUT OF OPERATIONAL AREAS INCLUDING SITING OF BUILDINGS
AND ANCILLARY FACILITIES (INCLUDING OFFICES, CAR PARKS AND
PLANT PRODUCT STORAGE, ETC.);

Saved UDP policies
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5. PROTECTION OR DIVERSION AND REINSTATEMENT AS
APPROPRIATE OF ALL PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY;
6. RETENTION, MAINTENANCE OR REPLACEMENT OF ALL BOUNDARY
FEATURES;
7. PRESERVATION, REPLACEMENT OR DIVERSION OF EXISTING SITE
FEATURES AND SERVICES INCLUDING SAFEGUARDING OF
CONSERVATION INTERESTS;
8. PROTECTION OR RE-ALIGNMENT OF WATERCOURSES AND
PROVISION OF ANY NECESSARY AFTER-DRAINAGE;
9. HOURS OF OPERATION;
10. METHOD AND HOURS OF BLASTING;
11. CONTROL OF NOISE AND DUST;
12. DETAILED SCHEME OF WORKING, INCORPORATING SITE
PREPARATION, SOIL STRIPPING, SOIL AND SPOIL STORAGE AND
METHODS OF SCREENING;
13. DETAILED SCHEME OF RECLAMATION;
14. DETAILED SCHEME OF LANDSCAPING;
15. DETAILED SCHEME OF AFTERCARE;
12.63 In order to assess the
acceptability of proposals for mineral
workings it is expected that the
application will include full details of

working arrangements, restoration and
aftercare. Any such schemes shall be
based upon the information provided
in the Minerals Supplementary

Information and Application Forms
and will be expected to address the
above details, as appropriate.

M 26
PLANNING PERMISSION FOR MINERAL WORKINGS WILL NORMALLY
SPECIFY A LIMIT TO THE DURATION OF THE PERMISSION TO A SUITABLE
PERIOD OF TIME.
12.64 Legislation requires all
permissions for mineral extraction to
be subject to a condition requiring
development to cease not later than the
expiration of 60 years, or such shorter

or longer period as the Mineral
Planning Authority may specify.
Government advice suggests that the
time period should be appropriate to
the particular circumstances of the

case, and should take account of the
needs of the operator as well as
planning considerations.

M 27
PROPOSALS FOR MINERAL EXTRACTION WILL NORMALLY BE
REQUIRED TO PROVIDE FOR A PHASED SEQUENCE OF EXTRACTION,
RESTORATION, RECLAMATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLANNED
AFTER-USE. CONDITIONS WILL NORMALLY BE ATTACHED TO MINERALS
PERMISSIONS REQUIRING RESTORATION/RECLAMATION TO
COMMENCE ONCE SPECIFIED OPERATIONS ARE COMPLETED.

Saved UDP policies
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12.65 Land is a scarce resource which
must be restored for beneficial uses
rather than adding to the stock of
degraded and derelict land as has
occurred in past mineral operations.

M 28
RECLAMATION PROPOSALS WILL BE GUIDED BY THE ENHANCEMENT
STRATEGIES IDENTIFIED IN THE LANDSCAPE STRATEGY OF THE
BOROUGH. WHERE THE LANDSCAPE CHARACTER OR INDIVIDUAL
FEATURES HAVE SUFFERED, OR ARE LIKELY TO SUFFER, DECLINE OR
DAMAGE AS A RESULT OF MINERAL WORKINGS THEN RECLAMATION
PROPOSALS WILL BE EXPECTED TO SEEK TO REINSTATE LANDSCAPES
AND HABITAT TYPES, OR CREATE NEW LANDSCAPES WHERE
APPROPRIATE.

12.66 The Borough Council proposes
to undertake a landscape assessment
of the Borough in order to describe and
analyse the character of the urban and
rural landscape. Areas offering
potential for enhancement and
diversification will be identified and
prioritised. The strategy will provide
the context for all those activities
affecting the landscape which the
Borough Council can influence
through use of its various powers and
resources and through its partnerships/
agreements with landowners and
others. Mineral workings by their
nature, can be prime sites for the
implementation of landscape
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phased to minimise the area of land
taken out of beneficial use at any one
time, and to ensure reclamation is
achieved as quickly as possible.

enhancement and creation strategies.
The landscape strategy will therefore
inform decisions on the details of
reclamation schemes for mineral
workings.
12.67 In accordance with Policy M 20,
development involving extraction
from the best and most versatile
agricultural land will normally be
required to restore such land back to
high quality agricultural land. In a
period of agricultural surpluses, SetAside land and farm diversification,
however, the agricultural imperative
on land other than the best and most
versatile is not so strong and in some

cases, on such land, it may be more
appropriate to restore to alternative
afteruses such as recreation or
conservation. Even when the land is
restored to an agricultural afteruse the
overall restoration scheme can often
benefit from the establishment of
ponds, wetlands, native tree planting,
geological features, or other
conservation features. In accordance
with Policy ENV43, the Borough
Council will encourage the provision
of such conservation features in
restoration
schemes,
where
appropriate, and in accordance with
the Borough’s Landscape Strategy.

M 29
DEVELOPMENTS INVOLVING AMENITY, FORESTRY OR AGRICULTURAL
AFTERUSES WILL NORMALLY BE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE FOR
AFTERCARE MANAGEMENT FOR A MINIMUM PERIOD OF FIVE YEARS
FOLLOWING RESTORATION.

12.68 For developments involving
amenity, forestry or agricultural
afteruses, applicants will be expected
to provide details, as appropriate, of
aftercare schemes. For agricultural and
forestry afteruses the Ministry of

Agriculture and/or the Forestry
Commission will be consulted in
drawing up an aftercare scheme. For
amenity afteruse the appropriate
conservation/recreation authority will
be consulted, as appropriate. In some

cases restoration to water areas will not
be possible, particularly in the vicinity
of aerodromes where problems of bird
strike exist.

Soils Handling
M 30
WHERE THE PROPOSED AFTERUSE IS FOR AGRICULTURE,
PROPOSALS FOR SOIL HANDLING, STORAGE AND REPLACEMENT WILL
BE REQUIRED, WHICH WILL BE THE SUBJECT OF CONSULTATION WITH
THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD, AS PART OF
ANY SCHEME FOR WORKING AND RESTORATION.
12.69 In order to ensure the success
of land restoration the topsoil and

subsoils must be handled and kept
properly. To this end, applications will

be expected to address matters such as
the identification of soil making
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To this end all applications will be
required to address the question of
restoration, landform and afteruse at
the earliest possible stage. Whenever
practical, reclamation should be
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materials and details of soil stripping,
storage and replacement. Soils should
only be moved when they are in a

suitable condition and such movement
needs to be managed to prevent
compaction and ensure acceptable

restoration. Similarly ripping needs to
be undertaken before replacement of
each soil layer.

M 31
WHERE MINERAL WORKINGS REQUIRE SOILS FOR RESTORATION
PURPOSES, PLANNING CONDITIONS WILL PROHIBIT THE REMOVAL OF
TOPSOIL, SUBSOIL OR SOIL MAKING MATERIALS FROM THE SITE,
UNLESS AN EXCESS OF SUCH SOILS HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED. WHERE
AMOUNTS OF SOIL ON SITE ARE INADEQUATE FOR SATISFACTORY
RESTORATION ADDITIONAL SOILS OR SOIL MAKING MATERIAL MAY BE
REQUIRED TO BE PROVIDED TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE BOROUGH
COUNCIL.

Saved UDP policies
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12.70 Such soils are essential to the
eventual success of the restoration
scheme, and where insufficient soils
exist on site it may be necessary to
obtain soils from elsewhere.

Landscaping and Screening
M 32
APPLICATIONS FOR MINERALS DEVELOPMENT WILL ONLY BE
APPROVED WHERE THEY PROVIDE FOR AND DESCRIBE METHODS
OF LANDSCAPING WHICH MEET THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:
a) THEY PROVIDE FOR THE SITE OR FACILITY TO BE ADEQUATELY
SCREENED AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE;
b) THEY PROVIDE FOR THE RETENTION OF EXISTING HEALTHY TREE
COVER AROUND THE PERIPHERY OF THE SITE AND FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THESE TREES FROM THE EFFECTS OF
MINERAL OPERATIONS;

Saved UDP policies
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c) THEY PROVIDE FOR LANDSCAPING OF THE SITE WITH SUITABLE
TREE COVER AND HEDGEROWS TO BE IN KEEPING WITH THE
SURROUNDING AREA;
d) THEY PROVIDE FOR THE MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT OF
TREES AND HEDGEROWS WHICH HAVE FAILED TO ESTABLISH.
12.71 Trees and woodland are often
disturbed by mineral workings which
can have a significant visual impact on
the landscape. The policy is designed

to minimise visual disturbance and to
ensure that existing tree cover is
conserved to provide screening, and to
ensure that the site is landscaped in

keeping with the surrounding
countryside.

IMPROVEMENTS AT MINERAL SITES
SM 5
THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL, WHENEVER POSSIBLE, SEEK TO
SECURE ENVIRONMENTAL AND AMENITY IMPROVEMENTS AT
MINERAL SITES BY ANY OR ALL OF THE FOLLOWING:
a) THE ISSUING OF MODIFICATION OR REVOCATION ORDERS;
b) THE CONSOLIDATION OF EXISTING PLANNING PERMISSIONS; AND
c) AGREEMENT.

Replaced by
Core Strategy
Policy 20:
Minerals

Minerals

2.72 The Town and Country Planning
Act 1990 imposed a duty on every
Mineral Planning Authority to
undertake Reviews of mineral sites
within their area. The Act offers the
opportunity to modify or revoke
planning permissions and to include
provisions for better operational
conditions or for restoration. Such
modifications or revocations may be
confirmed subject to the payment of
compensation. It is intended that peat
workings will be a priority in the
Review process. In order to improve
control over the mineral operations
within its area the Borough Council
will implement those provisions
to secure improvements to
environmentally disturbing aspects of

such operations, at the earliest possible
time. A number of operators have
taken the initiative and have already
agreed to improve conditions at a
number of quarries within the
Borough.
12.73 Outside of, or in parallel with,
the formal Review process,
opportunities may arise for the
achievement of environmental or
amenity benefits by negotiation and
agreement with operators, or by the
consolidation of existing permissions.
Examples of such benefits include
updated working practices, improved
landscaping,
screening
and
reclamation etc., and the surrender of
existing extraction rights over land. In
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this context “consolidation” refers to
the incorporation of one or more
existing permissions into a single new
permission. Opportunities for the
consolidation of existing permission(s)
will normally arise where an operator
is seeking an extension to the existing
site. The possibility of achieving
significant benefits will be taken into
account in the consideration of such
proposals. In such a situation,
proposals for extensions to mineral
workings will be expected to comply
with all relevant UDP policies, and
legal agreements will be sought
involving the revocation of existing
permissions, without the payment of
compensation.

THORNE AND HATFIELD MOORS
SM 6
THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL, WITHIN THE LIMITATIONS OF
AVAILABLE POWERS AND RESOURCES OPPOSE ANY FURTHER
REDUCTION IN THE NATURE CONSERVATION INTERESTS ON BOTH
THORNE AND HATFIELD MOORS, IN PARTICULAR THE FURTHER LOSS
OF VEGETATED AREAS, AND WILL NEGOTIATE WITH LANDOWNERS
TO SECURE THE CONSERVATION OF THE WILDLIFE AND
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES OF THE MOORS.

12.74 Thorne and Hatfield Moors are
the two largest remaining lowland
raised mires in Britain. Both have a
long history of peat extraction and
since 1950 both have the benefit of
planning permissions for peat
working. These permissions contain
very limited conditions governing
working and no conditions relating to
restoration and aftercare.
12.75 In recent years the natural
history importance of these sites has
been more widely recognised. English
Nature have designated both moors as
Sites of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI) under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981. In addition both
Moors are proposed by the Joint
Nature Conservation Committee for
designation as Special Protection
Areas (SPA) under the EC Birds
Directive (79/409),and for listing as

Wetlands of International Importance
under Ramsar Convention 1971. The
Moors also host priority habitats and
are eligible for designation as Special
Areas of Conservation (SACs) under
the EC Habitats Directive. Thorne and
Hatfield Moors are also an area of
archaeological interest, having
evidence of past environmental
conditions and buried deposits of
organic remains such as wood
which date to the prehistoric period.
12.76 Changes to methods of
extraction have resulted in large areas
of both moors being drained and
stripped of all vegetation prior to
cutting or milling. Recent wildlife
surveys have indicated that the
remaining areas of the moors are still
of extreme conservation value, though
if modern methods of extraction
continue in an uncontrolled manner

these areas too will be threatened. The
Borough Council, whilst recognising
the presence of a planning permission
will endeavour to protect the
remaining vegetated areas both from
vegetation stripping and drainage
works.
12.76 Powers exist to revoke or
modify planning permissions, though
the expected level of compensation
which such action would attract is
likely to be beyond the financial
resources of the Borough Council.
The Council will press for
Government
assistance
for
conservation measures on the moors
and in pursuing the designation of the
moors as Special Protection Areas and
continue the negotiation process with
landowners in an attempt to minimise
the impact of peat workings on the
acknowledged conservation interests.
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M 29
WITHIN AREAS AFFECTED BY EXISTING MINERAL EXTRACTION ON
THORNE AND HATFIELD MOORS, THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL SEEK
TO PREVENT ANY FURTHER LOSS OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES,
PARTICULARLY VEGETATED AREAS, THROUGH SUPPORT FOR
CONSERVATION AGREEMENTS REACHED BETWEEN ENGLISH NATURE
AND LANDOWNERS/OPERATORS, AND THROUGH NEGOTIATIONS TO
ACHIEVE ACCEPTABLE WORKING, RECLAMATION AND AFTERCARE
SCHEMES.
12.77 Policy SM 6 is intended to
protect the Moors as far as possible
within currently available powers, and,
in addition, enables any future
changes, such as designation as

Special Areas of Conservation (SACs)
under the proposed E.C. Habitat
Directive, to be taken advantage of.
Policy M 29 specifically provides for
agreements to be reached with

operators and English Nature for the
protection and for enhancement of the
Moors.

M 30
THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL SEEK TO PROTECT THE PEATLANDS
FRINGE WOODLAND AS AN AREA OF IMPORTANT LANDSCAPE AND
CONSERVATION INTEREST. PROPOSALS FOR MINERALS EXTRACTION
WILL NOT NORMALLY BE PERMITTED.
12.78 Of equal and somewhat
independent importance is the
woodland fringe to the Moors. These
form an important landscape element
in the east of the Borough, whilst
providing sanctuary for a diverse
wildlife population. Within such areas,
minerals development is likely to have
an adverse impact, both visually and

in relation to the destruction of
habitats. On Thorne Moor, the
woodland fringes are included within
the SSSI boundaries, and such areas
are therefore covered by the provisions
of Policy M21. At Hatfield Moors, the
fringe woodlands not included within
the SSSI boundaries have been
designated as SSIs in the UDP, and the

the wildlife or archaeological value of
the Moors.
12.80 Policy M 31 enables minerals
proposals to be addressed on a two tier
basis. Minor developments, which
would not have a significant effect,
would nevertheless, be expected to
consider and provide for a range of
benefits related to the archaeological
and nature conservation value of the
Moors. Major developments which
would have a significant effect, such
as large scale sand and gravel
extraction will be considered on the

Replaced by Core
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provisions of Policy M22 applies to
these Locally/Regionally important
areas. Permission for minerals
development will, therefore, only be
granted in exceptional circumstances
where there is no reasonable
alternative site in the locality.

M 31
PROPOSALS FOR MINERALS DEVELOPMENT WHICH WOULD AFFECT
THORNE OR HATFIELD MOORS WILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLY WITH
POLICIES ENV 38, ENV 42 AND IMR 1 AND IMR 2. MINERALS
DEVELOPMENT WHICH WOULD SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT THE MOORS
WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED IN EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES, THAT
IS, WHERE THE DEVELOPMENT FORMS PART OF A PACKAGE OF
PROPOSALS WHICH DEMONSTRATE THAT AN OVERALL IMPROVEMENT
TO THE NATURE CONSERVATION VALUE OF THE MOORS WILL BE
ACHIEVED AND A COMMITMENT TO THE LONG TERM SAFEGUARDING
OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES OF THE
MOORS.
12.79 Mineral resources on and under
the Moors range from peat and sand
and gravel on the surface, to gas and
coal underground. Other potential
resources may include oil and
underground coal gasification.
Currently planning permissions exist
for peat extraction and, on the western
part of Hatfield Moor, sand and gravel
extraction. Natural gas is also
extracted, via a pipeline across
Hatfield Moors. New developments
involving any of the above, whether
on or directly beneath the Moors or in
the vicinity of the Moors, could affect

Replaced by Core
Strategy Policy 16:
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M35 This was not
saved in 2007

basis of an overall framework to
reconcile the conflicting interests of
mineral working and nature
conservation (and archaeology) on the
Moors. Within such a framework
negotiation will be sought to revoke
existing permissions for peat
extraction. In the absence of any such
framework, however, it is not
considered appropriate to allow any
further extraction of sand and gravel
on Hatfield Moor, or any other major
minerals developments. Advice will
be sought from appropriate authorities
both statutory and non-statutory, on

Minerals
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whether proposed developments are
likely to have any significant effect,
and on the preparation of overall
frameworks for the Moors. The
owners/operators of the Moors have
recently reached agreement with
English Nature, involving the transfer
of the ownership of the Moors to
English Nature, and the lease back to
the operators of parts of the Moors for
continued peat extraction. Although
the full details of the agreement are not
available to the Borough Council, the
agreement should result in the
remaining vegetated areas of the
Moors being protected. The Borough
Council will seek to negotiate with
both English Nature and operators
over the future of the Moors and on
the preparation of an overall
framework.

RECYCLING OF MATERIALS
SM 7
THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL ENCOURAGE THE USE OF SUITABLE
MINERAL WASTE AND OTHER ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS AS
SUBSTITUTES FOR PRIMARY (OR NATURAL) MINERAL PRODUCTS IN
ORDER TO CONSERVE RESOURCES. THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL,
HOWEVER, ONLY GRANT PERMISSION FOR THE EXTRACTION OF
MATERIAL FROM MINERAL WORKING DEPOSITS AND DISUSED
RAILWAY EMBANKMENTS IF AN OVERALL ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPROVEMENT WILL RESULT AND IF THE LEVEL OF
ENVIRONMENTAL DISTURBANCE IS ACCEPTABLE.

12.82 Natural mineral resources are
limited in extent and are nonrenewable. Some mineral products
may lend themselves to be recycled
such as concrete and clay products
whilst mineral processing waste
materials such as pulverised fuel ash
and colliery shales may also be

Replaced by Core
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suitable substitutes for quarried
materials. The potential for recycled
materials is great, but it only accounts
for a small percentage of total
materials used.

environmental disturbance, be it
crushing of concrete or reworking of
colliery spoil tips.
Only if
improvements to the environment
result will such operations be
considered.

12.83 However the recycling of
materials may itself create

M 36
PROPOSALS FOR THE REWORKING OF MINERAL WASTE TIPS OR
RAILWAY EMBANKMENTS WHICH HAVE BECOME ESTABLISHED
LANDSCAPE FEATURES OR WHICH HAVE BEEN RESTORED TO AN
ACCEPTABLE STANDARD IN THE PAST WILL ONLY BE GRANTED WHERE
THE PROPOSAL WOULD RESULT IN OVERRIDING ENVIRONMENTAL
BENEFITS.

12.84 UDP policies, including SM7
and SWD2, encourage the re-use and
recycling of minerals waste and other
materials as a substitute for “primary”
minerals from greenfield sites. The reuse of such materials fits within the
concept of sustainable development,
and means that less “primary” material
will need to be extracted from
greenfield sites. Many mineral waste

tips and railway embankments have,
however, become well vegetated,
either through restoration works or
through natural regeneration, and
many of theses sites have become
established landscape features or
valuable in recreational or nature
conservation terms - for example some
railway embankments have been
designated as Sites of Scientific

Interest (SSIs). The re-working of such
sites, may, therefore, create an impact
as great as, or greater than, working a
greenfield site, and Policy M32
therefore requires that any proposals
for the reworking of such sites will
need to establish that there will be clear
environmental or amenity benefits.

CHAPTER 12
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M 37
THE BOROUGH COUNCIL WILL HAVE REGARD FOR THE NUMBER OF
MINERAL WASTE TIPS OR RAILWAY EMBANKMENTS TO BE WORKED IN
ANY LOCALITY AND THE ANTICIPATED LEVELS OF TRAFFIC AND
ENVIRONMENTAL DISTURBANCE, WHEN CONSIDERING PLANNING
APPLICATIONS FOR REWORKING.
12.85 Because of the easy accessibility
of the material to be worked regard
will be had for the traffic that may be
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generated by such schemes and the
concentration of workings within any
locality which could result in an

unacceptably high level
environmental disturbance.

of

Planning Authority (MPA) 28 days
prior notification of his intentions.

earliest possible date in the life of
mineral projects. Such commitments
and Codes of Practice are welcomed,
and the Borough Council would
request that it be notified of all mineral
exploration proposals, prior to the
commencement of such operations.

MINERAL EXPLORATION
12.86 The Town and Country Planning
General Development Order (GDO),
(Part 22) provides permitted
development rights to allow the
carrying out of certain small scale and
temporary exploratory operations
undertaken for the purpose of
exploiting minerals. The provision of
permitted development rights means
that a specific grant of planning
permission is not required in order to
carry out the specified operations.
12.87 The operations permitted are the
drilling of boreholes (except for oil or
gas exploration), the making of other
excavations (e.g. trial pits), the
carrying out of seismic surveys, and
certain related ancillary development.
12.88 Class A (of Part 22) permits the
carrying out of the operations specified
for a period of 28 days, subject to
certain specific limitations and
conditions: these include a ban on
operations within 50 metres of
residential property, hospitals or
schools, a 12 metre limitation on the
height of equipment (reduced to 3
metres within 3 kilometres of an
aerodrome) and a ban on night time
working. In addition, operations may
not be carried out within a National
Park, an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty or a Site of Archaeological or
Special Scientific Interest.
12.89 Class B permits the same
operations to be carried out for a
longer period, subject to less restrictive
limitations and conditions, but only if
the developer gives the Mineral

12.90 While Class A grants permitted
development rights for developers to
carry out exploratory operations
without the necessity to notify the
MPA, nevertheless, the sudden,
unheralded appearance of drilling
machinery can give rise to public
concern. In addition, drilling and other
excavations can cause significant
damage to sites of archaeological and
scientific value and liaison with
relevant authorities is required to
establish if the proposed exploration
site is located on a sensitive area.
Some mineral development companies
and trade associations have published
Codes of Practice which refer to
liaising with relevant authorities at the

12.91 Oil and gas exploratory drilling
requires a specific grant of planning
permission, and this is covered by
Policy M8. Where other exploratory
operations require a specific grant of
planning permission (i.e. for longer
than the permitted time period, or
where the proposed operation does not
comply with the specified limitations
and conditions) proposals will be
considered in accordance with relevant
environmental protection policies
(SM3 and M19 - M24).

